INDICTMENT (A)
INDICTMENT IN THE HIGH COURT
BETWEEN
THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
- v1) THE CROWN
2) THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
3) THE LORD CHANCELLER
4) THE CHIEF JUSTICE
5) THE CROWN PROSECUTION SERVICE (CPS)
6) MEMBERS OF THE JUDICIARY
7) MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT
8) THE INDEPENDENT POLICE COMPLAINTS COMMISSION (IPCC)
9) THE ASSOCIATION OF CHIEF POLICE OFFICERS OF ENGLAND AND
WALES
10) THE BAR COUNSEL
11) THE LAW SOCIETY
12) TRADING STANDARDS OFFICE
_________________________________________________________________________________
CHARGES AS FOLLOWS: ________________________________________________________________________

COUNT 1
STATEMENT OF OFFENCES
1. ‘We The Sovereign People’ from across the ‘United Kingdom’ issue the
following ‘Indictments and Charges’ for ‘Crimes Against Humanity’, against the
named above ‘public servant’s outrageously abusing ‘Our’ ‘public offices’ and
‘judiciary’, whilst being ‘paid’ out of ‘We The Peoples’ collected ‘Taxes’ &
‘public Funds’ to carry out a ‘sworn honest public duty’. These duties have been
recklessly violated while they were supposed to be ‘scrupulously observed and
lawfully upheld’ to ensure the ‘fair and just’ administration of justice and
protection of our unalienable rights as the majority mass British populace, in
accordance with the Rules of International and Constitutional English Law.’
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INDICTMENT
COUNT 1
PARTICULARS OF OFFENCES
2.

For decades, The United Kingdom have been operating corrupt Courts for We the
People, whilst being fully aware that entire British Justice system within the
United Kingdom has been compromised by criminals. For decades they have been
guilty of ‘covering up’ the most horrific, heinous ‘Crimes Against Humanity with
no accountability.’ Those abusing ‘Our’ Public Offices have willfully engaged in
‘violent obstructions to justice’ and ‘perverting the course of justice’ in efforts to
block serious investigations, arrests and prosecutions to protect guilty fellow
freemasons, guilty gang mobsters and those guilty and liable after performing a
public duty or service criminally or negligently. There is a persistent pattern of
the state protecting guilty white collar criminals, terrorists and mobsters
particularly in cases where innocent members of the public have been murdered.

3.

The gross extent of judicial criminal abuse has been fully documented in the
bombshell Police Reports called ‘Operation Tiberious’, ‘Project Riverside’ and
‘The Farrell Report’ www.thefarrellreport.net The entire UK judicial system
has been operating unlawful courts that have not been operating in accordance
with Rule of English Law in any shape or form. UK corruption is entrenched to
such an extent, that the system of Justice is heavily weighted and stacked up
unfairly against victims, and only now serves to criminally deprive, deny and
obstruct UK victims from ever attaining justice, in favour of aiding and abetting
criminals, protecting and upholding lawlessness, and facilitating law breaking for
the worlds most deadly and dangerous criminals and psychopaths at the extreme
detriment of the masses. As has been eloquently stated in the oral declaration and
testimony provided by long standing UK victim Chairman Caul Grant of
Campaign for Truth and Justice ‘No Law Breaker can be a Law Enforcer’.

4.

It does not take analysis of the various 63 Articles/Clauses enshrined within the
Magna Carta 1215 or producing a bunch of case precedents and authorities to see
crystal clearly that something is gravely wrong in the UK and that the entire
system every is failing the people not by mistake but deliberately. No country can
be operating a judicial system that seeks only to perpetually systematically,
violently and most criminally persecute and abuse victims and law abiding
people. We see case after case of corrupt Judges routinely dishing out unjust,
untrue and unfair pre fixed fraudulent pre determined Judgments, in favour of
protecting dangerously sick murdering psychopathic Satanic people or for lying,
thieving, looting greedy Banksters. The UK judiciary is knowingly guilty of
abusing innocent victims so must face trial for Treason..
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INDICTMENT
CONTINUED
5.

Even after 800 years of the signing in 1215 of the Magna Carta THE GREAT
CHARTA, we are still no closer to obtaining justice in the UK than we were back
then. It is standard and common place in the UK to find Innocent law abiding
people being openly violently robbed, tortured and grossly abused Nazi style, not
by muggers on the street, but by those abusing our public offices. These crimes
have gone on without intervention at a truly alarming scale right up and down the
Country. Victims efforts to seek justice, more often than not are brutally
obstructed, some are even murdered just for requesting, ‘due process of the law,’
relief, remedy and resolution. As shocking as that may sound, this is the true dire
state of affairs going on rife within the UK.

COUNT 2
STATEMENT OF OFFENCES
6.

Corruption in The United Kingdom has now reached a critical crisis state of
emergency, because every last one of ‘Our’ Public Offices has been infiltrated by
either ‘Organized Crime Cartel Gang Mobsters’, Thieves, liars, or by psychopaths
who are part of a some evil Satanic ring. We now have serial killer terrorist’s
ordering the torture and assassinations of defenseless innocent people then openly
bragging about their crimes within mainstream media publications. This is no
exaggeration its fact.

7.

Needless to say, every last one of these out of their mind maniacs, must be
arrested and permanently removed from further harms way. We The Sovereign
People serve our Indictments to remove every last one of them.

8.

We cannot get honest transparent conduct from any of ‘our’ Public Offices in the
UK because it is totally non existent. Every last person you encounter is incapable
of telling the truth, incapable of empathy for others suffering, incapable of
morality and incapable of genuine consideration or respect for the rest of
humanity. You don’t have to be particularly smart to clearly see, these are very
sick people, who are hell bent on inflicting mass death and genocidal destruction
upon the masses. So let us make it crystal clear, in simple plain English, in the
interest of justice, we cannot have liars, criminal thug bully brutes and blood
drinking vampires in ‘our’ a second longer period. They have simply have to go,
no ifs, buts or ‘skeleton arguments’ about it.

9.

We The Sovereign People have had more than enough of them and want them
permanently out as quickly as possible. They have no defense or excuse
whatsoever to ever be able to justify the evils they have done.
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INDICTMENT
CONTINUED
10.

We The People have a right and duty under God and rule of Law to protect
ourselves, our loved ones and those who cannot defend or protect themselves,
particularly, the vulnerable adults and children who now being stolen, trafficked
sold, tortured and enslaved across the UK. We demand that all the innocent
people being unlawfully held captive under long abolished barbaric slavery
programs be immediately released. Recent police reports this May/June 2015,
stated that tens of thousands of children in the UK are being stolen trafficked,
tortured and murdered in on unprecedented scale, not by maniacs on the street,
but imposter MP’s who pretend to be working inside our public offices. We
believe that the police know exactly who are responsible, but have their hands tied
and think they cannot do anything about it, but this is grossly wrong. They can
and must as a matter of law. Not one criminal responsible has since been arrested
and what is worse, the police have said there will not be any investigations or
arrests for a further 8 years! This demonstrates the clear lawlessness going on
within of Our UK public offices by self appointed criminal imposters, posing as
our Public servants. We see the very same pattern consistent in all large
corruption cases being covered up. There is never any intention to protect any of
us as the public at all.

11.

After 10- 11 years of already being proven guilty in the very same High-Court,
the psychopathic criminal terrorist cartel behind the ‘SevenGate’ crimes, from
‘Seven Versus Gossage and Nine Others, have also been given a free pass to
continue inflicting hell upon We The People with impunity. Even after 65 police
reports nothing has been investigated. We The People in the UK have no state,
police or judicial protection whatsoever, and consequently now find ourselves in
grave danger, if nothing is immediately done to arrest and remove these criminals.

COUNT 2
PARTICULARS OF OFFENCES
12.

For decades The United Kingdom has gravely violated ‘International and
Constitutional English Law’ MAGNA CARTA 1215, and also ‘EVERY LAW’
under ‘GOD’ to wage a secret covert war against us, everywhere we turn.

13. Those in our public offices are concealing unlawful profiteering and unjust
enrichments from the ‘Proceeds of Serious Organised Crime’, ‘Mass Property
Thefts’, ‘International Racketeering’, Bribery & Corruption and ‘Out Of Control
Lawlessness’ whilst they are supposed to upholding the Law
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INDICTMENT
CONTINUED
COUNT 3
PARTICULARS OF OFFENCES
15 We refer to the evidence exhibited within ‘We The Sovereign Peoples Of The
United Kingdoms Indictment video at www.ARISEALLSOVEREIGNS.net
The following Met Police Reports 1) Operation Tiberious, 2) Project Riverside
and 3) The Farrell Report. www.thefarrellreport.net We also hereby refer to
the evidence within Case Seven Versus Gossage and Nine Others courtroom
audios previously won by the UK victim ‘Seven’. This case is now known as
‘SEVENGATE’ please see the evidence put before the US Judge Alfred Webre
at www.newsinsideout.com/sevengate
16 We also refer to evidence detailed inside The Guardian news feature released on
10th May 03 exposing the brutal theft of Patrick Cullinane, whereby 13 Corrupt
High Court Judges conspired with Inland Revenue to steal his Property and
Possessions without following Rule Of law or Due Process.
17 We also refer to evidence of live footage of the violent Nazi style Property Theft
in the case of UK Property Owner Joseph Fergus exhibited on the We The
peoples Indictment video www.ARISEALLSOVEREIGNS.net UK criminal
Banksters have stolen 24 of the properties from Joseph Fergus’s portfolio and are
now trying to chase him into bankruptcy.
18 We serve Indictments because Property Theft crimes both Intellectual and Bricks
and Mortar Property are now rife and hard working families, who don’t owe
anyone a penny are losing their paid for homes all across the country. The British
judiciary are complicit deliberately denying, depriving and obstructing victims
Rights to have access to protect themselves.
COUNT 4
STATEMENT OF OFFENCES
19 We The People of United Kingdom are being systematically horrifically targeted,
gang Stalked, tortured, terrorized, persecuted in order to rob us of everything we
have. We are being falsely accused, falsely smeared, falsely maligned, falsely
framed, and defamed. We are being i=unlawfully monitored like lab rats on an
industrial scale, via the perverse unlawful use of GCHQ. The vast fraudulently
amassed revenue flooding into the UK is being generated from our collective
stolen properties and exploited enslaved labour and we indict to get every last
penny back.
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INDICTMENT
CONTINUED
COUNT 4
PARTICULARS OF OFFENCES
20 As is evidenced in We the peoples indictment video, The United Kingdom was
found guilty of illegally spying on us on an unprecedented scale via 'GCHQ',
however, spy programs such as ‘Prism’ and ‘Upstream’ are continuing to
criminally, target, monitor and torture people on an industrial scale. In order to
evade accountability, because they were found guilty, they are unlawfully quickly
trying to remove We The peoples Human Rights from the UK. These programs
are for the purposes of mass data theft and organized IP crime by phone and
computer hacking, ‘staging and faking of terrorism’
21 Despite being found guilty of gross violations of our Human Rights abusing
GCHQ, the criminals refuse to stop and adhere to rule of law.
COUNT 5
STATEMENT OF OFFENCES
22 Like ALL other nations, the UNITED KINGDOM is also duty bound and sworn
under oath and various treaties to provide ALL victims domicile within the United
Kingdom with access to Natural Justice, a ‘Fair Trial’, and ‘duly owed’
‘Compensation’ and Damages, particularly when victims have sustained extreme
losses, damages and injuries for long periods of time. Whether it be directly
physically themselves or indirectly or by way of losses, damages and injuries in
property or estate. However, the United Kingdom is criminally even stealing our
awards in compensation, for our years of losses, damages and injuries after
winning our cases. Compensation from cases is either being unlawfully withheld
or shared amongst those in the criminal network... These monies are funding
diabolical terror and genocidal programs
COUNT 5
PARTICULARS OF OFFENCES
23 This is evidenced in the truly horrific case of UK concepts innovator named
‘Seven’. Her case was previous named ‘Seven Versus Gossage and Nine
Others’ HC0402565 but because of the monumental high level of corruption
involved its now been called SEVENGATE. The sheer scale of the horror that
has taken place to cover up stealing Sevens literary works over a 12 year period,
and then wreak death and destruction to keep all her publishing and property
rights is staggering.
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INDICTMENT
CONTINUED
24 ‘Although, Seven’ won her case in these very same High Courts and had been
awarded default Judgement since September 2004, she like countless other UK
victims, has never been paid a single penny either or received justice for the truly
evil crimes against her. She is owed ‘7 trillion’ in damages for 12 years of
racketeering with her works and some exceptionally wicked crimes .

25 Literally everything Seven has created for the last 12 years has been immediately
stolen and put onto the market to prevent her ever capitalizing on her own labour.
Even though she regularly changes her computers in efforts to shake off the IP
crime cartel they still gain unlawful access. Shockingly to rob it in her face they
even named a trade mark company Seven7 after her. The case is by far the most
horrific Gangstalking case on public record.

26 The sordid ‘SEVENGATE’ fiasco began after ‘Seven’s’ stolen productions and
literary works were successfully exploited by the Satanic crime ring in 126
countries. There is a very strong evil Satanic thread to the crimes in the case,
particularly when you see the criminals have ritualistically traded her name and
used it to commit atrocities. The satanic ritualistic element began with Seven’s
identity being stolen to create a Pop Band in 2004 and has escalated to naming
staged false flag terrorist attacks named after her, such as 7/7 2005, the brutal
public execution of the innocent Brazilian Jean- Charles, and more recently
Charlie Hebdo (Charlie Hebdo actually means Charlie Seven).

27 Even with evidence from over 14 witnesses, not one single police officer has ever
investigated Seven’s case. The horrific crimes are well known to Britain’s Met
Police, Scotland Yard, even to South Yorkshire Police, but still no one has been
arrested or charged. All requests for protection for the public have been refused.
Virgin Media formally NTL, who are deeply involved in crimes with Seven’s
stolen works, preferred to pay off bent Met police officers in bribes to keep the
truth hidden, rather than paying the rightful owner even after the courts had
awarded her default Judgement against them. To call these people evil is an
understatement.
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INDICTMENT
CONTINUED

Seven’s case’s crime files have all been visibly doctored, Judge Pumfrey, Several TV
executives, two of Seven’s friends even Seven’s parents have all died under
suspicious circumstances, while British police have turned a blind eye.

COUNT 6
STATEMENT OF OFFENCES
28 The gross butchering of justice in the UK has been screamed about for decades.
Millions have made Public Appeals, Millions have issued Public Complaints,
Millions have signed Public Petitions and Millions have done Mass Public
Protests, as evidenced by the Millions who protested against the Iraq War. And
the result more often than not is that we are all totally ignored. On that occasion,
as we all know it was in favour of murdering thousands if not Millions of
innocent law abiding Iraqi people, on the basis of outrageously shameful lies with
not a shred of remorse. People who could do this and still sleep at night are not
people who should ever have access to running any government.

29 We have collectively made every reasonable attempt to stop the onslaught of
criminal abuses and bring about Justice, Remedy and Resolution in the UK, but
its clear they do want us to live in peace. Every attempt made to bring unlawfully
protected Criminals to Justice, has fallen on deaf ears we are sick of it. Brutality
and Terror are being routinely employed in efforts to bully beat us into
submission, and accepting brutality and their gross criminal abuse as a way of
life.
COUNT 6
PARTICULARS OF OFFENCES
30 We refer to the evidence and exhibits in We The Peoples Indictment Video
www.ARISEALLSOVEREIGNS.net and the evidence and exhibits contained
within The Farrell Report. www.thefarrellreport.net by Whistleblower Tony
Farrell Former Top UK Police Intelligence Analyst of 17 years
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INDICTMENT
CONTINUED
COUNT 7
STATEMENT OF OFFENNCES
31 It is therefore abundantly clear that we do not have a legitimately Government
and Judiciary elected by or representing ‘We The People in The UK and under
rule of law this is also High Treason. Evidence shows we only have a bunch of
criminal ‘usurpers’ recklessly abusing ‘The Peoples’ Public Offices, who have no
intention of ever stopping the rampant criminality any time soon. These crimes
will continue if the criminals are not immediately Indicted arrested as charged and
removed. As they are not likely to investigate or arrest themselves, the entire
situation as it stands has placed the entire United Kingdom in a grave dire state of
peril.

32 There is not one public institution in the UK legitimately representing or ‘serving'
the genuinely expressed interests, wishes, desires and demands of ‘We The
People’ whatsoever in any shape or form. All we get is PR exercises and lip
service for the camera. We have no protection whatsoever from those abusing our
military. Each day we see the rise in evermore Satanic worship being promoted.

33 There is tons of evidence that proves without doubt, that these are self appointed
unelected out and out criminals who obviously have usurped our public offices by
criminality and out right fraud. They are totally unfit for purpose and therefore we
issue indictments to enforce our powers under the rules of English Law to get
every last one of them out as a matter of duty emergency and urgency. This is the
‘only’ sure way we can ensure public safety.

COUNT 7
PARTICULARS OF OFFENCES

32 Our Public Offices have been infiltrated by Satanists who have replaced ‘Gods Divine
Laws,’ enshrined within Magna Carta with grossly evil forbidden Satanic Talmudic
Laws. This is clearly evidenced by the rise in Paedophilia inside our Public offices and
institutions, and the marked promotional rise of Satanism all over the UK. It is therefore
in the interest of Justice and protection of multitudes of vulnerable children and adults
being trafficked and abused by truly sick people on an industrial factory scale, that the
court ensures that this case will be strictly heard under the rules as outlined within Magna
Carta Common Law.
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INDICTMENT
CONTINUED
Magna Carta must urgently be fully restored immediately in the UK this 2015 in line with
the 800th Anniversary on the 15th of June 2015 as a matter of urgency. We The People
exercise our unalienable rights and powers under Articles/ Clauses 61 and form our own
Grand Juries as a group of 25 sovereigns, the highest authority of the Land. We will
ensure to conduct our Indictments proceedings fairly and honourable in accordance with
what is stipulated within the law.

COUNT 8
STATEMENT OF OFFENCES

34 We The People Of The United Kingdom have acutely suffered from gross
maladministration at the corrupt hands of a rogue British Governments and a
rogue Judiciary for far too long and refuse to tolerate it any longer. They have
caused us to suffer decades of miscarriages of Justice, the absence of long over
due public inquiries, the absence of arrests, and the absence of prosecutions. We
have been subjected to acute harm, acute pain suffering, loss, injury, false
prosecutions, false imprisonments, innocent scape goated victims has suffered to
take the fall for wicked people and enough is enough. We want every one of the
innocent people being held as prisoners to be immediately released and
thoroughly compensated for all they have suffered. We no-longer have faith in
any of our paid for intuitions given the scale of the crimes we can only render
them all totally Null and Void.
COUNT 8
PARTICULARS OF OFFENCES

35 We The People will no-longer tolerate or accept Misfeasance,
Malfeasance, and Nonfeasance in our Public Offices, or the
obstructing of Due Process, the denying of Justice and promoting
injustice. We will no-longer tolerate the criminalizing of the honest
reporting of crime and truthful honourable conduct. We will no-longer
tolerate the threatening, abusing, sacking and assassinating honest
Public Servants who seek to behave honourably by reporting criminal
wrongdoing and upholding the Law. We will no-longer tolerate the
unlawful implementation of legislation (forbidden under the laws of
God) to remove our lawful investigations.
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INDICTMENT
CONTINUED

36 All these crimes have created a failed broken entirely corrupt justice
Ministry based entirely upon fraudulent unlawful legislation, which
only serves to conceal and legitimise Organised Crime. Those stated
above have behaved grossly criminally outside of their Oaths of
Public Office.

COUNT 9
STATEMENT OF OFFENCES
37 Criminal Usurpers within our Public Offices, have knowingly and wickedly been
subjecting We The People to the listed heinous genocidal crimes stated as
follows:
COUNT 9
PARTICULARS OF OFFENCES

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Property Theft, Fraud, Racketeering,
Staged False Flag Terrorism
Sevengate.
Genocide by weather modification – HAARP.
Chemtrials – Cloud seeding the atmosphere with hazardous metallic
toxins.
f. Pharmaceutical drug poisoning and Vaccines
g. OP Poisoning of Farmers and airline staff
h. Smart Meters
i. Genocide by Genetically Modified Foods. (Gmo’s)
j. Fluoride in Our Water Supply
k. Cancer
l. State sanctioned racketeering against benefits claimants.
m. State sanctioned pension theft
n. State Sanctioned Car and Parking Fine Thefts
o. State sanctioned property theft
p. State sanctioned organised IP crime.
q. State sanctioned organized crime.
r. Targeting Individuals.
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INDICTMENT
CONTINUED

s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.

Targeting whistleblowers.
State Sanctioned Smearing Innocent Victims
Unlawful Wars.
Paedophilia.
NHS systematic killings of healthy people.
Satanic Ritualistic Abuse

We The People serve these Indictments to restore MAGNA
CARTA this 2015 the GOD given rule of LAW and dismantle all
FRAUDULENT SYSTEMS calling themselves LAW, and bring
DIVINE JUSTICE to all living SENTIENT flesh and blood
BEINGS on the PLANET.
38 We The Sovereign People Of The United Kingdom Know and believe
all stated above to be the Truth and Nothing But the Truth.
Signed
We The People of The United Kingdom
Dated...15TH JUNE 2015............................ ...........................
………………………………………………………………….
High Court Office
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INDICTMENT
CONTINUED
FOR THOSE JOINING THIS CLASS (GROUP) INDICTMENT ACTION PLEASE
ADD YOUR OWN CASE IF APPLICABLE TO SUPPORT THEN SIGN AND DATE
THE STATEMENT & PARTICULARS THEN SERVE IT IN THE HIGH COURTS
QUEENS BENCH TOGETHER WITH THE N1 CLAIM FORM.
NAME:
CASE REFERENCE:
NAME OF THE COURT
NAME OF THE CORRUPT JUDGE
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE CASE
MAKE SURE THE COURTS STAMPS AND SEALS YOUR N1 CLAIM FORM

THERE MAY BE A COURT ADMINSTRATION FEE AT THE COURT SO THOSE
ON A LOW INCOME YOU WILL NEED TO OBTAIN A FEE OMISSION FORM
WITH BASIC PROOF OF YOUR INCOME. BENEFITS LETTERS OR A 3 MONTHS
BANK STATEMENT WILL DO.

Signed
We The People of The United Kingdom
…………………………………………………..
Date...15TH JUNE 2015............................ ...........................
High Court Office
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